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Abstract: While the use of Federated Identity Management and Single Sign-On based on the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) standards becomes more and more important, there are quite a few European countries which are about to introduce national ID cards, which are compliant to the European Citizen Card (ECC) specification prTS 15480. The present contribution shows how these two seemingly opposite approaches may be integrated in a seamless and secure fashion such that it is possible to use the security features of the ECC in a federated scenario, which allows easy integration of Service Providers.

1 Introduction

In the area of Identity Management there seem to be two major trends at the moment, which are addressed in the EU funded project STORK¹: On the one hand side, Federated Identity Management solutions are increasingly used in practice as they allow to implement Single Sign-On and facilitate the integration of Service Providers. The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), which has been developed by OASIS, plays a central role in the implementation of Federated Identity Management. On the other side quite a few European countries are about to introduce national ID cards, which are compliant to the European Citizen Card specification [CEN15480-1, CEN15480-2, CEN15480-3, CEN15480-4]. Hence it is natural to investigate how both approaches can be integrated such that systems which aim at implementing the eService directive [2006/123/EC] may combine the security of the ECC with the easy integration of Service Providers in SAML.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains how the ECC may be “SAMLized” and how an ECC-specific SAML-profile may look like, which may be used as starting point for the development of further specifications in STORK and standardization in CEN TC 224 WG 15 and/or OASIS Security TC. Within the full paper, a

¹The full paper is available at http://www.ecsec.de/pub/SAMLizing-ECC.pdf.
²See www.eid-stork.eu
background chapter provides the necessary information on the Security Assertion Markup language and the European Citizen Card supporting the Extended Access Control (EAC) protocol [BSI-TR-03110(V2.01)] and briefly considers related work.

## 2 Secure Integration of the ECC into a SAML-environment

In order to implement the eService-Directive [2006/123/EC] it is necessary that European citizen are able to use their national identification token (e.g. an ECC-compliant ID-card) to authenticate at some eService in another EU Member State. As long as not all eServices across Europe directly support the ECC-compliant authentication protocols, such as EAC for example, the use of Federated Identity Management techniques, e.g. based on SAML, may ease the integration of eServices and hence facilitate the implementation of the eService-Directive. On the other side it is necessary to seriously analyze security aspects of such a construction, as a naive integration of a highly secure national ID-card into a SAML-environment may considerably degrade the overall security.

As explained in Section 2.1 there are three main approaches for the secure integration of the European Citizen Card into a SAML-environment. First SAML may be bound to the involved TLS-sessions (cf. Section 2.2). Second the two TLS-sessions may be bound together and may be bound to the EAC-session (cf. Section 2.3). Third it is possible to
bind the SAML-Assertion directly to the EAC-protocol (cf. Section 2.4). Finally, the pros and cons as well as the possible combination of these approaches are discussed in Section 2.5.

2.1 Overview, requirements and threats

In order to allow Users, which are equipped with EAC-based eID tokens, to access the services of a Service Provider (SP), which only supports SAML, it is a straightforward approach to make use of a specific eID-Server, which supports both EAC and SAML and may serve as Identity Provider (IdP), which "translates" an EAC-based authentication context into an appropriate SAML-Assertion, which may be consumed by the Service Provider.

The applied protocol (see Figure 1) is very similar to the SAML-protocol for an enhanced client, which is capable of performing an EAC-based authentication in step 4. Furthermore it can be seen in Figure 1 that besides the EAC-channel between the ECC and the eID-Server there may be two TLS-channels ($\text{TLS}_{U\leftrightarrow SP}$ between the User Agent and the Service Provider (eService) and $\text{TLS}_{U\leftrightarrow IdP}$ between the User Agent and the Identity Provider (eID-Server)).

The major goal for the integration of the ECC into a SAML-environment is that the Service shall be accessible to the User (Agent) in step (7) if and only if an EAC-based authentication has been successfully performed in step (4). Furthermore it may be desirable to have the option to include cryptographic evidence into the SAML-Assertion transported in steps (5) and (6) such that it can be proved at a later point in time (e.g. at court) that the SAML-Assertion indeed was generated with a valid European Citizen Card (ECC).

However as explained in [SAML-SecP(v2.0)] there are a number of threats against SAML-based solutions, which need to be considered to end up with a secure system. We only consider man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks and refer to [SAML-SecP(v2.0)] for other security aspects related to SAML.

If the TLS-channels are established in an anonymous mode, in which no X.509-certificates are used, it is clear that an attacker may mount a MitM-attack as depicted in Figure 2, steal the SAML-Assertion contain in the Response-element in order to impersonate the User at the eService.

In a similar fashion an attacker may mount a MitM-attack, if only the TLS-servers (i.e. the eID-Server, the eService and the attacker) are equipped with X.509-certificates and the User is not able to recognize the difference between the certificates presented within the TLS-handshakes. Note that this is a realistic assumption since studies have shown that typical internet users tend to ignore TLS security indicators [DTH06], and that it currently may even be possible to fake trustworthy looking TLS server certificates [SLW09].
2.2 Secure Binding of SAML to TLS

In order to thwart attackers, which try to steal a SAML token, e.g. Assertion or an Artifact, one may provide a cryptographic binding between the SAML token and the underlying TLS-channel.

In previous work, we identified three methods to bind SAML tokens to a specific TLS session. By binding the token to the session, the eService may deduce that the data he sends in response to the SAML token will be protected by the same TLS-channel, and will thus reach the same client who has previously sent the token.

- **TLS Federation [BHS08]**. In this approach, the SAML token is sent inside an X.509 client certificate. The SAML token thus may replace other identification data like distinguished names. The certificate has the same validity period as the SAML token.

- **SAML 2.0 Holder-of-Key Web Browser SSO and Assertion Profile [SAML-HoKAP, SAML-HoKWebSSO]**. Here again TLS with client authentication is used, but the client certificate does not transport any authorization information. Instead, the SAML token is bound to the public key contained in this certificate, by including this key in a Holder-of-Key assertion. The security of this approach has
independently been analyzed in [GJMS08].

- **Strong Locked Same Origin Policy** [GLS2008]. Whereas the previous approaches relied on the server authenticating (in an anonymous fashion) the client, in this approach we strengthen the client to make reliable security decisions. This is done by using the servers public key as a basis for decisions of the Same Origin Policy, rather than the insecure Domain Name System.

2.3 Secure Binding of TLS to EAC

Since the EAC authentication can be performed over any communication link, it is even possible to successfully complete it over two TLS-channels between the User Agent and the eID-Service with a MitM-attacker in between (cf. Figure 2). Note that the MitM-attack does not affect the EAC-authentication itself, but only allows the attacker to intercept the SAML-Assertion, which is issued as a result of the EAC-authentication. In order to avoid this kind of attack one may include TLS-specific values in the EAC-protocol in order to provide a cryptographic binding between TLS and EAC.

For this purpose we first investigate which TLS-specific parameters may be included into the EAC protocol and then we briefly discuss how these values may precisely be incorporated into EAC such that the TLS- and EAC-channels are cryptographically tied together.

2.3.1 TLS-specific parameters for potential inclusion in EAC

We consider the following values from a TLS handshake for inclusion in EAC:

- **Certificates or other messages of the TLS-Handshake Protocol.** While it should be easy to access these values using a browser plugin or a server component, it would not be sufficient to use those parameters as they do not depend on both communication partners. Furthermore the used certificates are typically not session specific.

- **Premaster secret.** This value can only be used if a cipher suite using Diffie-Hellman key exchange is chosen. If RSA encryption is used, the MitM-attacker can simply decrypt the premaster secret chosen by the browser, and re-encrypt it for the server.

- **Master secret.** The master secret, or any value derived from it, can be used, since the two nonces sent by browser and server are used to compute it. While a derivation mechanism for the master secret is described in [Resc09] this mechanism does not seem to be supported by popular browsers.

- **Finished message.** Another approach would be to use one of the two Finished messages, since this value is derived from the master secret, and it is sent protected only by the TLS record layer. Thus it should be easy for a browser plugin, or a server component, to access it.
• **Pre-shared key between the eID-Server and eService.** In [BSI-TR-03112-7] it is described how to provide a binding between the two TLS-connections using a pre-shared-key (PSK) known to the eID-Server and the eService. The PSK may be generated by the eID-Server, the eService or both and is transported from the eService to the User Agent over the first TLS-channel \((TLS\text{UA-S})\) in Figure 1) and used for the establishment of the second TLS-channel between the User Agent and the eID-Server \((TLS\text{UA-IDP})\) as specified in [RFC4279].

In addition to the binding of the two TLS-channels the PSK may also be used to provide a binding of the TLS-channels to the EAC-channel. In particular the last two values seem to fulfill our requirements very well and may serve as input for a binding of TLS to EAC.

### 2.3.2 Integration of TLS-specific values into EAC

It remains to discuss how the TLS-specific values may be integrated into EAC. For this purpose there are the following general options induced by the structure of the EAC-protocol:

- **Terminal Authentication.** The Terminal Authentication (cf. [BSI-TR-03110(V2.01), Section 4.4]) roughly consists of the following three steps:

  1. As a first step in the Terminal Authentication protocol the ECC verifies the Card-verifiable-Certificate (CVC) provided by eID-Server.
     
     In order to provide a cryptographic link between the X.509 certificate used in TLS and the CVC used in EAC it would be possible to include (a hash value of) one certificate as an extension into the other certificate. For the inclusion of the CVC into an X.509-certificate one may use the \(\text{CVCert}\)-extension defined in [ISO18013-3, Section C.7.2.1]. In order to include the hash value of an X.509-certificate in a CVC it would be necessary to define a corresponding extension in an amendment of [BSI-TR-03110(V2.01), Annex C.3]. On the other side it would – from a theoretical point of view – be possible that the Card-verifiable-Certificates are directly used in TLS in a similar fashion as one may use OpenPGP-keys (cf. [RFC5081]).

  2. Next the eID-Server generates an ephemeral key pair, which is especially used in the Chip Authentication protocol described below. As explained in Section 2.4 the private ephemeral key may be derived from a secret, which is shared by the eService and the eID-Server.

  3. Finally a challenge is obtained from the ECC and signed by the eID-Server.
     
     This challenge contains an identifier derived from the ephemeral PACE-key of the ECC, a nonce generated by the ECC, an identifier derived from the ephemeral public key of the eID-Server which is generated in the previous step and possibly additional so called "Authenticated Auxiliary Data" (AAD) (cf. [BSI-TR-03110(V2.01), Annex A.6.5]). The AAD are normally used for age verification, document validity verification and community ID verification,
but it seems to be possible to use the AAD to convey the TLS-specific value discussed above such that the TLS-channel is cryptographically bound to the EAC-channel, which effectively removes the MitM-attack described above (cf. Figure 2).

- **Chip Authentication.** In the Chip Authentication (cf. [BSI-TR-03110(V2.01), Section 4.3]) the static public key of the ECC and the ephemeral public key of the eID-Server generated in step 2 above is used to agree on a common key, which is used to derive secure messaging keys and authenticate the chip of the ECC. Without significant changing the protocol and the related smart card implementation it seems to be the only option to use the TLS-specific value as seed for the generation of the ephemeral private key of the eID-Server and the keys necessary to verify this construction would provide access to the secure messaging channel between the eID-Server and the ECC. Please refer to Section 2.4 for the use of this feature in the context of SAML.

### 2.4 Secure Binding of SAML to EAC

For sensitive use cases it may be necessary to enable the eService, which only has access to the SAML-Assertion, to verify that the authentication indeed has been performed using an authentic ECC and that the attributes conveyed in the SAML-Assertion indeed have been read out from the ECC in a secure EAC-session. In order to achieve this a cryptographic binding between SAML and EAC may be constructed as explained in the following.

The authentication of the ECC is achieved by the chip authentication protocol, which basically is a Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange using static keys on the chip side. The resulting keys are used for secure messaging later on. On the other side the eID-Server would usually generate an ephemeral DH key pair using a random seed. In our case however the ephemeral private key is derived from a shared key which has been agreed upon by the eService and the eID-Server. This allows the eService to add own random data to the key generation process and more importantly it allows the eService to verify that the authentication has been performed with a trustable ECC and that sensitive attributes contained in the SAML-Assertion indeed have been read out from the ECC in a secure EAC-session (see Figure 3).

Before sending the SAML `<AuthnRequest>` to the eID-Server, the eService generates an ephemeral DH key pair \((\tilde{SK}_{SP}, \tilde{PK}_{SP})\) and sends the public key \(\tilde{PK}_{SP}\) together with the domain parameters \(\mathcal{D}\) within the SAML `<AuthnRequest>` to the eID-Server. The additional data may be placed within the `<AuthnRequest>.<RequestedAuthnContext>.<AuthnMethod>.<AsymmetricKeyAgreement>` structure for example.

Upon receiving the `<AuthnRequest>` the eID-Server also generates an ephemeral DH key pair \((\tilde{SK}_{IdP}, \tilde{PK}_{IdP})\) using the domain parameters \(\mathcal{D}\) chosen by the eService. Using \(\tilde{PK}_{SP}\) and \(\tilde{SK}_{IdP}\), the eID-Server calculates the common key which is used to derive the ephemeral private key \(\tilde{SK}_{CA}\) and the corresponding \(\tilde{PK}_{CA}\), which is used in the Chip Authentication protocol.
After the eID-Server has successfully performed the EAC protocol with the ECC, he received the data \( (T_{ECC}, PK_{ECC}, EF\cdot CardSecurity, r_{ECC}, T_{ECC}) \) from the ECC, which can be used to verify the genuineness of the ECC.

Figure 3: Command Flow for eService Authentication Token verification

Within the SAML response element \(<\text{Response}>.\langle\text{Assertion}>.\langle\text{AuthnStatement}>.\langle\text{AuthnContext}>\) – which is an instance of [SAML-Auth(v2.0), Section 3.4.15] – the necessary verification data can be placed and hence be made available to the eService. Using \( PK_{IdP} \) and \( SK_{SP} \) the eService is able to compute the private key \( SK_{CA} \) used in the Chip Authentication protocol. Afterwards it may use \( SK_{CA} \) and \( PK_{ECC} \) to compute the secure messaging keys and hence verify the validity of the authentication token \( T_{ECC} \).

Since the eService now has the secure messaging keys of the EAC-channel, it may be possible that the eID-Server does not decrypt the data received from the ECC, but instead places the secure messaging cryptograms received from the ECC within an Encrypted-
Attribute-element within the Assertion. To retrieve the plain value of the attributes, the eService needs to decrypt the EncryptedAttribute-element with the derived secure messaging key.

2.5 Discussion of different approaches and recommendations

In this section it remains to discuss the different approaches presented above and derive recommendations for the secure integration of the European Citizen Card into a SAML-environment.

Since for example the mechanisms [SAML-HoKWebSSO, SAML-HoKAP] mentioned in Section 2.2 are independent from the applied authentication protocol they may of course be used in the ECC-context.

In case of an ECC which supports the EAC protocol however it is possible to provide a tighter and probably more secure binding between EAC, TLS and SAML.

Among the different options discussed in Section 2.3 one may in particular include TLS-specific values as additional "Authenticated Auxiliary Data" (AAD) into the Terminal Authentication step within the EAC protocol in order to provide a strong binding between TLS and EAC. If there is already a pre-shared key (PSK) between the eID-Server, the eService and the User Agent as required by [BSI-TR-03112-7] one may include (the hash value of) this value as AAD in EAC. Alternatively one may use the (hash value of the concatenation of the) Finished Messages of the TLS-channels as input to the EAC-protocol. While the eID-Server has direct access to the Finished Messages of $TLS_{UA-IDP}$ the corresponding value for $TLS_{UA-IDP}$ would need to be transported in encrypted form to the eID-Server and may be included in the optional <Extensions>-element within <AuthnRequest>.

Whether it makes sense to introduce a cryptographic link between the CVC used for EAC and the X.509-certificates used for TLS mainly depends on organizational aspects such as the respective certificate lifetime and involved enrollment procedures.

In order to provide a direct binding between SAML and EAC and especially if the eService requires a proof that the authentication was performed with a trustable ECC, it is highly recommendable to use the mechanism introduced in Section 2.4. This proposal seems to be especially attractive from a practical point of view as it may help to solve liability issues introduced by the delegation of the sensitive authentication step to the eID-Server.

Finally for maximum security one may combine the different proposals and link SAML to TLS (cf. Section 2.2), TLS to EAC (cf. Section 2.3) and SAML to EAC (cf. Section 2.4).
3 Conclusion

Based on the discussion in the previous sections it seems that the integration of the European Citizen Card into a SAML-environment has the potential to solve many open issues related to the acceptance of ECC based authentication protocols, fast deployment and easy integration into existing web service infrastructures, which already (are about to) use SAML.

However, the slightly increased complexity of the system introduces additional threats as an attacker may for example act as Man-in-the-Middle and steal the SAML-Assertion and finally impersonate the User which has been securely authenticated based on the ECC. In order to prevent such attacks various mechanisms have been proposed which provide a cryptographic binding between SAML, TLS and EAC. Furthermore the binding between SAML and EAC may be helpful to solve liability issues due to the introduction of the eID-Server acting as trusted third party.

To sum up we solved security problems which are also present in many other Federated Identity Management scenarios, we greatly simplify the introduction of ECC into existing web service infrastructures, and we introduced an approach which may help to solve liability issues related to the delegation of the sensitive authentication step.
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